NOTAS INFORMATIVAS
MAURrcro swADEsH (1909-1967)

*

Mauricio (Morris) Swadesh was bom January 22, 1909 in
Holyoke, Massachusetts. He died in Mexico City on the evening of July 20, 1967 of a sudden massive heart attack while in
his fifty-eighth year.
Swadesh became a linguist as a student of Edward Sapir. As
an undergraduate at the University of Chicago, where Sapir
taught, he concentrat€d on languages (German and French)
with courses in education as vi'ell, receiving a Bachelor of Philosophy degree and being elected to Phi Beta Kappa in 1930
at the age of twentyone. While still an undergraduate he gained
his first field experience, spending a summer with Nez Percé
under the auspices of the Laboratory of Anthropology and the
di¡ection of Melville Jacobs. Swadesh earned his Master of A¡ts
degree in linguistics in one year at Chicago (1931), and when
Sapir accepted a call to Yale University as Sterling Professor,
Swadesh followed. At Yale he obtained his Doctor of Philosophy two years later (1933) at the age of twenty-four, analyzing the grammatical st¡uctu¡e of Nootka from Sapir's texts for
his dissertation. From l93l to 1936 Swadesh was an assistant ir¡
linguistics at Yale, and was married for a time to another of
Sapir's students, Mary Haas. He taught at City College of New
York as an instructor in the summer of 1935, and as an instructor at Yale in 1936-37, going then to the Univeniry of Wisconsin as Associate Professor of Anthropology.
The next two yeats saw the beginning of Swadesh's long and
intimate association with linguistic teaching and research in
Mexico. He was Professor at the Instituto Polirécnico Naciona,
de México in the Escuela de Antropología (193941), directed
Cursos de Técnica de Enseñar¡za para Profesores en Zonas In-

dlgenas and Cursos de Alfabetización para Alumnos Indlgenas

for the Departamento de Asuntos Indígenas in Pátzcuaro, Nlichoacán (193940), and lectured at the Universidad de Prima*La Bibliografla de Sw¡desh está en prens¿ en la ob¡a póstuma del autor
aitulada Llem¿nto\ ¿lel tarasco an¿ig¡¡o, série de Antropolqgti del Instiruto de
-

Tnvesrigaciones Históricas (1968).
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vera in Morelia, Michoacán (1940) . His primary concern was
the Tarascan literacy project. F¡om this wo¡k in Mexico came
hi.s Orientaciones lingüísticas parú nxaestros en zonas indígenas
(1940) and his first general text in linguistics, La nueva filoIogía (1941).
.War
During the Second lVo¡ld
and the months following
S¡vadesh se¡ved in the United States Army (194246) , preparing
linguistic analyses and teaching materials in Spanish, Russian,
Burmese and Chinese, and teaching counes in these languages.
His books on leaming Russian (1945) and Chinese (1947)
resulted from this work. His great facility as a poliglot contrbuted to his success, and the work in turn cont¡ibuted to his
grasp of the range of human languages. In lg46-48 Swadesh
resumed his research on Nootka language and ethnolog¡ being
sup¡r-rrted by a fellowship from the Guggenheim Memo¡ial
Foundation, Returning to academic life as Associate Professor
of Anthropology at Ciry College of New York (1948-49), he
n'as discharged as a result of his suppon of a student strike.
During the ensuing six years he was without regulat suppo¡t.
FIe took courses in anthropology at Columbia University (194953) and at the University of Denver (1953-55), and managed
to continue his research, working for a time with support of
the Phillips Fund of the Library of the American Philosophical
Society (Philadelphia).
It was during this period that Swadesh discovered üe foundation of modem lexicostatistics and glottochronology, and
with them new possibilities of tracing remote genetic relationships among languages. For a few years (1953-55) he Iived in
Denver, Colorado, partly for reasons of the health of his second
wife, Frances. There he launched from the basement of his
private home, almost without ¡esources, an ambitious project
of research into the prehistory of the native languages of America, in order to fulfill the implications of his ne¡v methodb
and discoveries- During 1954 he began the editing of basic
u'ord lists for American Indian languages, issuing them to collaborators in mimeographed form. During 1955 and 1956 he
sought suppott for an Ethnolinguistic Survey of Native America, as a program that rvould provide the basic data necessary
for systematic wo¡k of the scope he had envisioned, and that
would salvage a usable minimum of information from d.isa¡_
pearing languages. The program received encouragement from
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anthropologists of the stature of Alfred Kroeber and Clyde
Kluckhohn, but no foundation could be found to suPPort it.
In these years Swadesh made several visits to Mexico for
lectu¡es and conferences. In 1956 he moved P€rmanently to
Mexico as Research P¡ofessor of P¡ehistoric Linguistics in the
Instituto de Historia, Unive¡sidad Nacional Autónoma de México, and as Professor also at the Escuela Nacional de A¡tropologia e Histo¡ia. In subsequent years he took active Par,t- in
ihe ling'uistic and anthropological life of Mexico, attending
conferences, round tables, and tJlg like, pursuing research, a¡rd
atúacting students to the field' He lectured for brief periods
at other Mexican and I-atin American institutions (e.9 , Universidad San Luis Potosí (1958), Universidad. Ibe¡camericana
(1959-01), Unive¡sidad Central de Venezuela (1959), Colegio
de México (1964). He also was invited to teach at the Linguistic Institute held at the University of Washington (summer
1962), at Columbia. University (summer 1964), at Syracuse
University (fa1l 1965), and at the Uaiversity of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada (summer 1966, spring 196?). In early 1965
Swadesh spent several months working on lexicostatistic relationships among'lVest Atrican languages l'hile at the Institute
of African Studies, Accra, Ghana, where with his usual energy
and enthusiasm he soon had a large cadre of colleagues busily
at rvork assisting him. At the time of his sudden and prematute
death, several of his colleagues and students were beginning to
plan a volume to appear in 1969 in homage to his sixtieth
birthday. The volume will now aPPear as a tribute to his
memory,
Srvadesh ¡vas one of the most original, Productive, and provocative linEuistic scholars of the century. He helped to initiate
the developtent of American structuril linguiítics. invented
ne¡.v methods for relating and dating languages, worked on
dozens of languages himself, proposed many new hypotheses
of relationship, and broached a theory of the relationship and
origin of all the lalguages of man, He was a man of international fame and controversy, rvho lived simpl¡ worked intensely, and gave constantly of himself to the tasks he saw before
him and to those who might help with them. A man of great
imagination in setting goals of research, he was also a man of
great practical acumen in devising wals of reaching them. No
scholai envisioned more comprehensively what Prehistoric lin-
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guistic research might accomplish, and none u,as more down
to earth in going about the business of making th€ vision a
realiry.
To assess Swadesh's work more specifically, one must see it
against the background of his experience as á student of Sapir.
Onc has ofren heard, of rhe ..yale School', of linguistics,'in
¡efe¡ence to Leonard Bloomfield, who came to yale"as Steriing
Professor upon Sapir's death, and whose followers dominated
lrngurstrc dlscussion in the United States during the nineteen_
forties and early nineteen-fifties. From lg3l to iggg ur, ."rli.,
"Yale School" formed around Sapir. The members _Ivalter
Dyk, Mary Haas, Zellig Harris, Giorge Herzog, Stanlev New_
man, Mor,:,s Swadcsh, George L. Tiager, Cail F. Voegelin,
Eeniam¡n Lee trVho¡f- were of course áiverse in backgriund
and outlook, and in their subsequent caree¡s. Some kleri,
Sap¡r
as, post€raduates (\roegelin from Berkeley,
Harris from pein_
syrvanta) , one as a non_academic (Whorf, an inspecto¡
for. a
fire insurance company); rwo had fállowed Srpi, ü Vuü
t
C.hicago (Dyk, Swade;h) ; and rrvo r"ho *,lsl U. .o,rniá"u,
"*
vlrtüal members of the group, being two of Sapir,s foremost
students (Hoije-r, Li), had obtained degrees
under him ar
_
unrcago betore lre lefr. yet several imporánt taits link
the¡e
scholars: a commitment ro the study .i a-*i.^"
l"ái""
l'L_
guages; a concern with both structural analysis
and histo¡ical
reconstruction; a consciousness of an anthrópologi."l
;;;;;;.
a deep sense of th. pr.."n..
IF:lr],::, of man.
lne pnenomena
In the years_ follorving l93I young linguists in the United
^
States.
especialJy those inspired by Sapirl faced ,.o"..t trrtu
to devetop rhe methods o[ structural linguistics, just being
-(r) and
born;
to resr their application, ¡ott ,o ái".rr"',1*áii. i_rquage¡, and to one's own language; (2) to extend the scoDe of
lrngursrrc inquiry and linguistic m€thods to include the vaiious
engagemen$ of language in social life expression of personality
and role, verbal art, cultural symbo)isrn and pat¿e;ing, etc;
(3) to continue the program of discovery and
iroof of ñ_oi.
generic- relar ionships among American Indian linguaees
bequrr
by saprr: (4) to continue the work of rescuing knolledge" of
disappearing- languages (in paft for rhe s"ke áf
11) ; (í) to
create a protession of linguistics. for none exisred, so
tir as
departments, chairs, and recognition by others of an
autono-
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mous discipline were cónce¡ned. Other possibilities also existed:
work in dialect geography in the United States; phonetics; the

1

relating of linguistics to theoretical and philosophical positions
(behaviorism, Marxism, psychoanalysis, philosophy of science); but it is among the first.five that the direct students of
Sapir were to make thei¡ choices. Each was likely to see ir his
o¡ he¡ own subsequent path the carrying out o[ the perspectiv(
of Sapir; certainly it rvas so wiü Swadesh.
Srvadesh's contributions to the development of the theory
and methodology of structuml linguistics are significant, but
it is noteworthy that they occur in its earlier phase. Once sufficient foundations were laid for the accurate obServation and
description of languages, his interest turned to the use of the
tools of descriptive linguistics and away from thei¡ further
elabo¡ation. Thus his early article, "The phonemic principle"
(1934) rvas the first explicit statement of phonemic method in
üe United States and it deservedly became a classic. His article
rvith Voegelin on alterrrations in Tubatulabal also had methodological importance (Srvadesh essentially being the source of
the solution to the problem) . Both these articles were reprinted
by Martin Joos in his collection depicting rhe history of American descriptive linguistics. Swadesh also took part in the debates oye¡ the application of the new methods to lhe phonoIogy of English, as a irarticipant in Sapir's project for the description of English, and joined in discussion as to the philoscrphical status of phonological units. All this, hot-ever, rvas essentially in the period at Yale in the ninet€en-thirties. Afrer
that, Swadesh's energies were never directed to the exploration
of descriptive methodology for its olvn sake (in this respect
being like most of Sapir's students) , and his philosophical views
emerged only rarely (e.g., in "On linguistic mechanism"
(1948), a protest against the extreme behaviorism of the followers of Bloomfield). The direction of Swadesh's conceln is
already apparent in his articles on "A meth<¡d for phonetic
accuracy and speed' (1937). "A condensed account of Mandarin phonetics" (1939), and Orienta¿iones lingüísticas (1940\ .
It is concern for rvhatever will facilitate description of languages, the presentation of descriptions in clear, usable form, and
the use of such results to enable men to understand their past
and to meet the needs of their p¡esent and future situationr.
Such concern was to remain a Lonstant feature of his work,
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lrom his first general book, La nueta filología. (1941) .to his
latest;,El lenguaje y la úda humana (1966).
iSwadesh did not himself.much engage in the direct
study
of cultu¡al patterns apart from language, nor in attempts to
extend linguisric me¿hod to the discovery of such patte¡ns. The
sbeds of the latter ef[ort are to be found in the develoDmenr
of Sapir's thoughr, but,the effort itself did not become a focu¡
of attention until the nineteen-fifties (Trage¡ pike, Lounsbury;
Goodenough) . By rhar time Swadesh was d,eeply immersed in
his program of prehistoric lingüistic resea¡ch. His work in the

analysis dnd presentalion of Nootka texts, Eskimo songs, various
bodies.of lexical data and other data of cultural significance,
horvever, was invaluable. Like Sapia and Sapir,q othei students,
he \¡'as attentir.e to cultural data that emetged in the course of
linguistic r.vork, and interested in the directáependence of some
linguistic fearures on cultural patterns of expiession. Such materi¿ls were not ignored, as they ryere by more na¡row-minded
linguisu, and Swadesh's ar[icles on verbs of derogation (lgSl),
patterning of the phonetics of bilinguals (194i), obsoiescent
languages (L948), etc., are permanent cantributions. Against
this background, ir is nor surprising that his historical "work
shorvs great strength in i¿r attention to cultural meanings and
expressive symbolism
-the latrer being a phenomenon much
neglected by American structural linguists. Swadesh,s discove_
ries in these tÍ'o respects (discoverieJof semantic and exptessive.links between languages) are significant cont¡ibutions Loth
to linguistics and anthropology.
Since Sapir, probably ne one except Kenneth pike has had
first hand knowledge o[ as many American Indian languages
as Srvadesh has had. He worked effectively, achier ing rippórr
¡vith info¡mants readiiy, and amassing data and proviJiánul
analyses rapidly. (A year after his Penutian Vocabuláry Survey
(1953), an old Sius1a¡v speaker told me warmly of the good
times he had rvith Swadesh during the ferv days they rvorkect
together,) Sv'adesh's main efforts, however, were rlot to be
directed toward full-scale grammars. The¡e is the Chitimacha
sketch, (1946)t the series on Unaaliq Eskimo (194i), the South
Greenlandic Eskimo sketch based on Kleinschmidt (1g46), and
the s)'ntactic analyses of Nootka (1939, 1948).
In each case his work has gained respect, but none of it is
cited today as a pioneering example of abstract formal analysis.
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as is the Yokuts grammar of another Sapir stud,e¡lt, Stanley
Newman. The value of the work is in the admirably clear and
cogent delineation of the {acts of the language. The¡e is some
novelty of method, but it is ad hoc, as dictated by the patterning of the language. For Chitimacha (an extinct language once
spoken in Louisiana), Swadesh's work stands as a pernanent
monumerlt. It is the irreplaceable modern sou¡ce of knowledge,
sharing this distinction rvith such work as Sapir's Yana, Hoijer's
Tonkawa, and Haas' Tunica. And while the Eskimo dialects
and Nootka are still spoken, Swadesh's work on them has yet
to be superseded.
Swad,esh's great skills as a field wo¡ker and descriptive analyst
came to be directed mainly toward those poriions of languages
that could be diagnostic of historical relationship. With the
development of lexicostaristics this came to mean basic vocátrulary and such morphological traits as rvére essential to a
language or were revealing in the light of a general theory of
relationships. Swadesh could not be content with the súail's-lxcc
at which data relevant to linguistic prehistory accumulated.
There being few field-workers, and many languages fo¡ which
data rsas needed, he undertook to obtain the data himself in
some cases (as in the Penutian vocabulary survey), and to
enlist the aid of anyone and everyone-who might be able to
supply the wanted lists. Many is the field worker who obtained
Swadesh's advice and help and in return accepted one of the
¡r'ell known word lists with a promise to fill it in.
Swadesh's effort waó one that should have been sustained by
substantial funds ove¡ a long period of time. As it was, he
accomplished much by dint of effort, energy and commitmenr.
Many scholars have discussed the classification and prehistory
of American Indian languages. Of S¡vadesh it may be said that
his wo¡k showed him to be the one truly serious man among
them, the man who, having accepted the'goal, made it his lifi
work to realize it,
Swadesh's contributions to the methodology and results of
language classification rcmain controversial amcmg his colleagues. This is not the place to discuss technical problems in
detail. Let me say only that I have expressed ¡eservations here
and there, but that I believe his coniriburions as a whole to
be the most significant of anyone since Sapir to an understan<iing of the linguistic prehistory of the ¡r¡orld, rivalled. only by
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rvork oI Greenberg, with whose procedures his orvn wo¡k has
much in common. Without deÚacting in any way from the
merit of Greenberg's wo¡k, it is revealing to compare the
reception of the classifications of South Ame¡ican languages
bv the two men. The two classifications agree on the essential
unity of the language of the New World, but differ on va¡ious
groupings. Greenberg's classification was obtained with a list
of 30 to 40 glosses, whereas Swadesh's classification was based
on lists of 100 glosses (both sometimes obtaining less information for a language than wanted). Greenberg published one
result, without supporting data, and thus backed essentially
only by personal authority. Swadesh presented explicit accounting of procedures, endeavored to make the data publicly available, and continued to revise his findings in the light of new
evidence and ¡esea¡ch. The wo¡k presented without supporting
evidence rvas reprinted in texts and journals in the United
States, whereas the $'ork presented as an explicit, revisable
scientific enterprise was not.
To some extent the controversy attaching to Swadesh was a
product of the style of work and of the man. The anthropological audience for work in linguistic prehistory generally does
not want to understand the data and procedures, either as part
of a general theory of cultural change and histo¡ical inference,
or as paft of a particular process of infe¡ence. This audience
rvants mainly answers, or authoritativ€ guide-lines. Yet with
Srtadesh the work was a continuing, constantly-revised process,
of which the published results rvere not authoÍitative gestures,
but progress reports, inviting revision and collabo¡ation. The
linguistic audience often ¡vishes to dispute points of detail
mther than consider a general case, and to argue for the primacy of some one line of evidence as against others (a habit
that clouded understanding of Sapir's lyork until his approach
rvas cla¡ified by Swadesh (1961). Sheer proof of relationship
is often seen as itself the ultimate goal, rather than as a means
to other ends. to more detailed, reconstruction ¿nd in{e¡ence.
and so is approached quite gingerly. Some want to work where
¿he data is rich and provides more familiar problems, that is,
in relationships of little lime depth, and so avoid long-range
comparison altogether. Some refuse to accept probabilistic
inference, or set criteria of proof that exclude long-range relationship,s. Ferv (besides Greenberg) see the m€thodology of
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linguistic prehistory as itself a possible object of exPerimental
inquiry, of basic resea¡cli; many see the methodology as already
fixed, needing only to be learned and applied. What was such
an audience to make of a man who would sacrifice an occasional point of detail for the sake of a larger mass of
evidence, a larger picture; who considered all usable lines of
evi.dence relevant; for whom a proof of genetic ¡elationshiP
lvas a means to an end; for whom the temotest Past of language
was in principle accessible; for whom the methodological foundations of iinguistic prehistory rsere indeed a field demanding
investigation?

To cite one further point: some linguists have wanted to
'work narrowly at one level of relationship at a time, as if each

Ievel had to be worked out fully befo¡e a deeper level of
¡elationship could be broached, and as if the peneration of the
linguistic past could be accomplished in an ádditive, mechan.
cal way. I believe this approach to be demonsuably wrong.
Certainly it was not the way of working of Sapir and SwadesL,
who moved back and, forth between the more immedi¿te and
the more ¡emote levels of prehistory, finding the two mutually
illuminating. (Sapir's corresiondence rvith Berthold Laufer
on the possibility of a Sino-Tibetan connection for Athapaskan
is inst¡uctive on this score). But just this strength (from the
standpoint of discovering significant phenomena) troubled and
confused an audience wanting one neatly-üTapPed result at
a time. In its conception of historical method the dominant
outlook of American lingrristics was as straightlaced as in its
conception of descriptive meüod; it tended to stick to the
surface of things, to be skeptical of deeper underlying relationships, and to rvant to proceed from the closer to the more
remote one step at a time. Thus an audience barely ready to
consider evidence for a relationship between New World and
Old World languages when the languages in question were
near each other (Eskimo and Chukchee) was not ready to
have the evidence interspersed with evidence giving a glimpse
of the inte¡relationship of many further languages of Asia and
America. In fact the publication of Swadesh's ar¿icle on "Linguistic relations across Bering Strait" had to omit these glimpses, While necessary in circumstances, such omission deprived
¡eaders of a glimp,se of Swadesh's most distinctive contributión.
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contribution, I believe, is the
of his vision of linguistic prehistory, and the substantive
and methodological explorations that were the insrument of
that vision. As he himself said of his conception of a world
linguistic netrvork, the whole is stronger than the prarts. Working at the froutiers of knowledge, he could not alrvaln be sure
of details, and he sometimes w€rit too far too fast for many of
his colleagues. And he died before all could be tightly woven
together. Yet he posed the true problem of linguistic prehistory
for the wo¡ld society that is now emerging. lle saw clearly that
the way in which linguistic prehistory can justify itself to a
rvorld society is by addressing itself.to the question of the unity
of mankind.
When one understand's Swadesh's work as that of a pioneer,
an explorer oI new terrain, one recognizes it as indispensable.
His colleagrres have often valued mo¡e the wo¡k of the colonizer, the settler; S¡vadesh, like Sapir, was more the buccaneer,
the trailblazer. His work often troubled more cautious co1leagues just because it could not be dimissed; it seemed to go
too far, and yet it made substantive discoveries that could. nót
be ignored or explained away, that had to be taken account
of. The¡e was just too much evidence that the paths he blazed
did go somewhere, that one rvould eventually have to follow
them out. The lexical sets and morphological processes he
uncovered as lrrtinent to world linguistic prehistory are indeed
pertinent, even if, by linking both the Old and the New Wo¡ld¡,
they go beyond, what we are able to incorporate in ordinary
classifications at the present time. (Cf. the examples in ,,Interhemispheric Linguistic Connections", i960). These data demand explanation, and it is to Swadesh thar we are indebted
for thei¡ discovery and for the fiñt sreps toward answering the
problems they pose.
Swadesh's rvor]< has often been criticized in terms-of detail,
such as the mistaking of the analysis of a suffix in Tsirnshian
in the course of showing a relationship between Tsimshian and
Chinookan. I h¿ppen to care about the relationship between
Tsimshian and Chinookan, and their suffixes, becauie they are
languages on which part of my lite has been spent. It is too
much tr¡ expect the wo¡ld to care, unless some more general
question is thereby illuminated. It is Swadesh's great merir
that he made many American Indian languages of wórld imporSwadesh's most distinctive
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tance through their role in his studies. His work can be corrected on détails (as I corr€cted it as to the Tsimshian suffix).

In Doint of fact, Tsimshian and Chinook are related'
said they were,

i
':

t
!

in the light of the

as he

evidence as a whole, much

of which he assembled. Mormver, in relating the two languages
he brought them into the context of general questions of
method and of relationship that extend to the Mayan languages
of Mexico and Guatemala, and beyond. (See his contributions
to the 1952 International Congress of Linguists, 1956), his
article on "Perspectives and Problens in Amerindian inguis'
tics" in the Linguistics Tod'ay voltrt;.e oÍ Word (1954) , and
his article on "Pmblems of I-ong-range Comparison in Penutian" in the issue of Language dedicated to A. L. Kroeber
(1956). Swadesh gave to linguistic prehistory a vision of a
substantive con¡.ribution to humanity
Swadesh's methodological explorations have t¡een much discussed. in the extensive literature on lexicostatis¿ics and glottochronology. (Cf. references and comments in my Language
in Culture and' Society, New York: Harper and Row, 1964) '
Here it can only be said that future generations will honor
him as one who saw the possibility and necessity of transcend;ing ad hoc controversy and Partial views in linguistic prehistory
b/ converting its assumptions into explicit parts of a basic
science, one subject to empirical and experimental test. His
studies of rates of change, rates of borowing, lexical vs. grammatical retention and borrowing, basic vocabulary, persistence
of similarity in phonological shape, and the like, l{ere not
radical innovations in subject matter, but radical only in proposing to treat explicitly and slsternatically what had usually
been treated irnpticitly and incidentally. Swadesh's methodological explorations tended to be pa¡t of the study of a concrete
problem (e.g., his paper on "Diffusional Cumutlation and
Archaic Residue as Historical Explanations" ¡esulted from the
need to resolve the confused cttntroversy over the ¡elation of
Athapaskan to Tlingit) , Just as he had put structural linguistics to work in describing languages, rather than conc€ntrate
on methodology itself, so he constantly Put to work the existing state of knowledge as to lexicostatistics and glotlochronology in problems of actual relationship. Once there was something serviceable to use, he used it as the best available, rather
than postpone substantive work until. methodological problems
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n/ere resolved. To be sure, these concrete applications were
themselves sou¡ces
insight into the probleirs of method,.n. wrrtrng ot^of_
alphabeB
to the reconstruction of origins,
:*T
Swadesh always valued practice as much as theory.
One cannot but speculate on the consequences, for Swadesh
and fo^r linguistics, if Clyde Kluckhohn hid been successful in
l s eltorts to secure Swadesh a professorship
at Harvard in
-by

1954. (The efforts ¡r,ere blocked
, *ur, liho conrinued ro
hold back linguistics ar Ha¡v¡¡d fo¡ som€ yea¡s to coÁ.).
Certainly ¿here would be in the United Státes todav a fár
larger complement of specialists in A¡nerican Indian languages,
tor, as those who knerv him can attest, Swadesh was,rr-"atio.,
energetic,
.organizlng man, one who brought those near him
¡nto the circle o[ his interests. This sense óf lors to linsuistics
in the Unired SLares betrays a ce¡rain ethnocentrism, ¡3**.r.
J$-adesh rs more properly seen as the srudent of Sapi¡
wlrt¡
ellectively broke the banier of parochialism so cha¡acteristrc
of American_ Indian linguistics in the United States, irr reqard
ro woÍk rn Latrn American countries and languages, Swaáesh
rvas able to help srrengrhen linguistics in Me*ico "and
son,.
ir Latin Ame¡ican genirally, and to add, a petorsonal
:.*,..^_a
trnk berrveen scholarship in North and Larin America. Thc
opportunity to work conrinuously in Mexico, reflected. in hrs

later publicarions, was a gl.eat one, giving deeper acquaintance
$ rrh rrs great language families, and a broader, móre
sec,lr"
toundation to his effort to.tink the languages of the world, and
it broughr productive collaboration .rf..ály witn fvangetina
Arana.
It is clear- that the greatest challenge facing American Indian
..
lrngurstrcs today is in I-atin Ame¡ica. Only here, fo¡ the most
part, can new theories and methods be tested. with living Arnerindian languages. Only from rhe standpoint of the New"Wo¡ld
as a whole can the deepet problems of linguistic prehistorv
bc
gop:r.ly poseC, and their center of gravity is in f¿tin Ameiica.
Teaching and research in linguistics in Latin erne¡ca ls át
rhe grearest importance to the strength of American Indian
t¡ngurst¡cs as a whole, Srvadesh was never a parochial scholar,
but Mexico gave him a special opportunity io be a fully cos_
mopotrtan one, to contribute more effectively to a trulv inter_
national perspective on the linguistic prehistory of the world,
to strengthen linguistics in the New World.
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We shall not see another schola¡ like him, but we can hope
and believe that üe challenge and opportunity expressed in
his life work will be fulfilled.
UniverútI ot Pennsllvania
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cARrBAy KINTANA (189?-1967)

Con profunda pena hemos de informar a nuestros colegas y
amigos que el día l9 de octubre de 1967, falleció el distinguido
investigador, miembro de este Instituto, doctor Angel María
Garibay. Aunque el doctor Garibay estuvo adscrito a la Sección de Histo¡ia de este organismo, los estudios e investigacic"
nes que realizó a lo largo de su vida sob¡e la cultu¡a náhuatl
prehispánica lo mantuvieron en estrecha relación con nuestra
Sección de Anropologla, en particular con varios integrantes
de la misma.
El doctor Garibay fue asimismo maestro extraordinario de
nuesta Universidad, y fundado¡ con el docto¡ Miguel LeónPortilla, del Seminario de Cultu¡a Náhuatl dentro de nuest¡o
Instituto. I-as varias obras suyas que publicó la Universidad
son el mejor testimonio de su fecunda carrera como investigador y maestro.
Como un homenaje a su memo¡ia, transcribimos aquf la oración fúneb¡e que pronunció en su sepelio e1 propio doctor
León-Portilla, director del Inst ituto.
"El maestro y el amigo, don Angel María Garibay K., nos
deja ahora para siempre tras una vida de acción generosa, dedicada a la más profunda investigación humanistica. Fue él
u¡ émulo verdadero de grandes figuras de nuestra historia como
fray Bernardino de Sahagrln, Por largos años estuvo muy cerca
del alma de nuestro pueblo, sobre todo de los grupos indígenas,
cuando actuó como párroco en diversos lugares de la región
central de México. También desde muy joven se sintió llamado
con igual pasión, y con un criterio abierto y universal, al estridio de nuestras culturas prehispánicas. EI humanista vio en
ellas un legado digno del mayor aprecio a cuyo conocimiento
había que abocarse con método parecido al que se segula en la

